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Information and Concerted Action:  Cartels and Courts 

William H. Page∗

Abstract:  Rivals who wish to collude must make their intentions known to one 
another, negotiate their terms of joint action, and police the resulting 
understanding—tasks that require information, often conveyed by direct 
communication. Courts that wish to define, identify, and sanction cartels face a 
reciprocal informational problem.  A definition of unlawful collusion must 
capture harmful instances of the practice in language that courts (and juries) can 
apply using evidence likely to come to light in litigation, all without imposing 
undue indirect costs, especially deterrence of efficient conduct.  Courts must 
make the necessary predictions based on economic theory and empirical 
generalizations about how rivals collude and on an awareness of the of kind of 
evidence of collusion likely to come to light in future litigation.  In pursuing this 
task, courts have concluded that price fixing is per se illegal, but that tacitly 
interdependent parallel conduct is per se legal.  The focus of modern price fixing 
litigation is to distinguish these two categories by either direct or circumstantial 
proof.  Louis Kaplow and, until very recently, Richard Posner, have argued that 
this framing of the issue is wrong and that courts should focus instead on whether 
rivals coordinate a noncompetitive equilibrium above marginal cost, with our 
without communicating.  I argue here that the definition of agreement should 
require communication, but that courts can and should be clearer about the form 
and content of those, particularly for concerted action—communication of 
intention that coordinates action. 

 

 

Fifty years ago, George Stigler published his theory of oligopoly, which rested on the 

observation that “oligopolists wish to collude to maximize joint profits,” and that whether they 

can do so is “a problem in the theory of information.”1

                                                 

∗ Marshall M. Criser Eminent Scholar, University of Florida Levin College of Law.    

 Rivals that want to collude must make 

their intentions known to one another, settle on a plan of action, and prevent cheating—all tasks 

that require information.  Sometimes, rivals will be able to accomplish these tasks by strategic 

choices based on publicly available information.  More often, particularly in complex markets 

1 George J. Stigler, A Theory of Oligopoly, in THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY 39, 39 (1968). 
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with imperfect information about prices, rivals will have to communicate to collude and to 

control cheating. 

Courts interpreting statutes that prohibit collusive pricing also face a problem in the 

theory of information, one that in some ways mirrors the problem facing the colluding firms.  

They must settle on a definition that captures the most harmful instances of the practice without 

imposing undue indirect costs of overinclusion, underinclusion, and error.  Thus, the definition 

must be consistent with economic theory, but also one that courts can apply reliably in real-world 

litigation.  In making the necessary predictions and estimates, courts must take account of the 

means of collusion, given the informational challenges facing colluders, and the eonomic and 

noneconomic evidence of those means that are likely to be available.   

Using these means, American courts have determined that naked horizontal price fixing 

is per se illegal, regardless whether the prices fixed are reasonable or at the competitive level, but 

that tacit interdependent coordination of prices is per se legal even if the resulting prices are 

noncompetitive. The latter determination is central to the current regime of cartel enforcement, 

because it means that plaintiffs must allege facts and produce evidence that plausibly suggest the 

defendants are coordinating prices by some means other than tacit interdependence. Curiously, 

courts have not specified what sorts of coordination beyond tacit interdependence are minimally 

sufficient, but the immunization of tacit interdependence implicitly requires plaintiffs to show 

that rivals coordinated prices by some form of communication. 

Louis Kaplow and (until recently) Richard Posner have argued that the focus on 

communication is wrong and that tacit interdependent coordination should be illegal if it results 

in a price above marginal cost.  I argue that this standard is unworkable and is likely, practice, to 
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deter conduct that it purports to exclude from liability. Moreover it fails to recognize the 

independent significance of private communication when used to coordinate prices.   

Kaplow is correct, however, that the necessary communication to establish a violation is 

still unclear.  Courts undoubtedly hesitate to be precise because of the enormous range of factual 

circumstances to which any definition must apply, preferring instead to submerge the inquiry in a 

broader evaluation of the sufficiency of allegations to avoid dismissal and the sufficiency of the 

evidence to avoid summary judgment.  I argue, however, that it is possible to clarify the form 

and content of communication necessary for a verbal agreement and, in particular, for concerted 

action.  The historical example of the Gary Dinners in the United States Steel case shows that a 

completed verbal agreement is not necessary to establish illegal concerted action; it is sufficient 

that rivals state their intentions, then act accordingly.  In modern litigation, when direct proof of 

the content of the communication is typically not available, the clearer definition can improve 

courts evaluation of circumstantial evidence. 

I.  Information and Cooperation 

Whether firms can coordinate prices depends on both market structure and the 

information available to rivals.  We understand the relationship better by considering competitive 

and oligopolistic market structures under different conditions of information.  In the classic 

model of perfect competition, the market’s many firms have “perfect information” in the sense 

that they are fully aware of one another’s prices and output and immediately undercut any rival’s 

effort to restrict output and raise prices above marginal cost.2

                                                 

2 Thomas C. Arthur, The Costly Quest for  Perfect Competition: Kodak and Nonstructural Power, 69 
N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1, 15-18 (1994) 

  Consequently, they are assumed to 

be price takers, setting their output at the point where it equals marginal cost.  The firms 
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maximize individual profit, but fail to maximize joint profits, because they impose external 

diseconomies on one another by their self-interested price and output decisions.   

In a market like this, firms could only internalize these diseconomies and gain control 

over price by merging or forming a cartel.  Given the assumption that there are many firms, 

however, we typically predict that at least the latter strategy would be doomed.  First, there are 

the costs of operating the cartel.  Although the cartel would, by assumption, already know the 

prices and outputs of its members, it would still have to negotiate the monopoly price and 

allocate production quotas.  The presumed “perfect” information would thus not be enough to 

permit firms to cooperate in establishing a monopoly price—they would need to learn that from 

one another.  Even if they were able to form a cartel, however, individual firms would still be 

price takers, with strong incentives to expand output at the higher price.  Still, each firm would 

know that the others have perfect information about its prices and quantities, so they could 

instantly detect any efforts to cheat.  Consequently, the firms would have recognize that short 

term profits from cheating would come at the price of a restoration of competition in later 

periods.   

In oligopoly, still assuming perfect information, firms may reach noncollusive equilibria 

above marginal cost.3

                                                 

3 DENNIS W. CARLTON & JEFFREY M. PERLOFF, MODERN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION Ch. 6 (3d ed. 2000) 
(describing models of noncooperative oligopoly) 

  If there is one dominant firm and a fringe of much smaller rivals, the 

dominant firm will concede a share of the market’s demand to the fringe and set a monopoly 

price and output with respect to the residual demand; the fringe firms would each set its output to 
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equate its marginal cost with the dominant firm’s price.4  If instead there are a few similarly 

sized rivals, under the assumptions of Cournot competition, each firm independently chooses its 

profit-maximizing output for the portion of the market not supplied by its rivals. The resulting 

price is again higher than the perfectly competitive price. 5

Whether there is a dominant firm or a handful of equally sized rivals, oligopolists can 

increase profit by cooperatively setting the monopoly price and output.

 How much higher depends on the 

number of firms in the market:  the price/cost margin is greatest under duopoly and declines as 

the number of rivals increases.   

6  The extent of their 

incentive to cooperate depends on a range of assumptions about the nature of the market, but 

under some conditions cooperation will be a dominant strategy.  Moreover, the necessary means 

of cooperation will vary in formality depending on conditions.  Merger to monopoly and highly 

structured joint selling agencies are undoubtedly the most effective forms of joint profit 

maximization, but are also the most visible to antitrust enforcers, so rivals are typically limited to 

surreptitious means of coordination.  With fewer firms in the oligopoly, presumably less formal 

means of cooperation than an explicit cartel may be possible.  If there are very few firms and 

homogeneous products, each firm may be able to predict whether rivals its will reciprocate an 

announcement of a price increase and thus coordinate a collusive price tacitly.7

                                                 

4 F.M. SHERER & DAVID ROSS, INDUSTRIAL MARKET STRUCTURE AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 224-25 
(3d ed. 1990). 

   

5 D. CARLTON, et. al, supra note xx, at 165. 
6 Id. at 162-64. 
7 Marco A. Haan, Lambert Schoonbeek & Barbara M. Winkel, Experimental Results on Collusion, in 

EXPERIMENTS AND COMPETITION POLICY 9, 13 (Jeroen Hinloopen & Hans-Theo Normann eds., 2009). 
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The often hypothesized gas stations at an intersection far from any other rivals may offer 

one example of this sort of tacit collusion by oligopolists:8 one rival posts a price increase 

unjustified by any cost increase and its rival interprets the new price as an offer, which it accepts 

by matching the price.  The hypothetical approximates the assumption of perfect information, 

because all rivals are aware of each other’s prices and can rest assured that all transactions will 

take place at those prices; no one can practically discount the price at the pump in order to 

increase sales.  The rivals will instantly know of any price increase above the competitive level, 

and may, if they interpret it as an offer, match the increase.  In considering whether to do so, they 

know that they will be aware of one another’s responses and of any departures from a new price.  

Particularly if the process is to be repeated over many time periods, the rivals may decide to 

charge a noncompetitive price if they believe charging a competitive price now will mean they 

face competitive pricing well into the future.9  Outcomes may depend on non-rational 

characteristics of the rivals.10  Some experiments suggest, for example, that signaling activity is 

more likely to succeed if the rivals have an “individual propensity to cooperate” and do not 

include so-called mavericks.11

                                                 

8 See, e.g., Dennis W. Carlton, Robert H. Gertner & Andrew M. Rosenfield, Communication Among 
Competitors: Game Theory and Antitrust, 5 GEO. MASON L. REV. 423, 426–28 (1997); Louis Kaplow, On the 
Meaning of Horizontal Agreement in Competition Law, 99 CALIF. L. REV. 683, 692-93 (2011). 

   

9 Kaplow, Horizontal Agreement, supra note xx, at 785-87. 
10 David J. Cooper & Kai-Uwe Kuhn, Communication, Renegotiation, and the Scope for Collusion (Jan. 2, 

2010) (unpublished manuscript), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1553429. In one 
experiment, player 2 cheated on verbal commitment in the first period, player 1 responded “YOU 
MEANIE!!!!!!!!!!!,” and refused to cooperate in the second period, even at his own expense, observing “you already 
hurt me :( .” 

11 Douglas Davis, Oleg Korenok & Robert Reilly, Cooperation Without Coordination:  Signalling, Types, 
and Tacit Collusion in Laboratory Oligopolies, 13 EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICs 45, 64 (2010).  See also Luis Santos-
Pinto & Iris Doruk, Tacit Collusion Under Fairness and Reciprocity, 4 GAMES 50, 52 (2013) (“We find that 
reciprocity facilitates collusion under dynamic price competition if players consider collusive prices to be kind and 
punishment prices to be unkind”); Joseph E. Harrington, Jr. & Wei Zhao, Signaling and Tacit Collusion in an 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1553429�
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Imperfect information changes predicted behavior in both competitive and oligopolistic 

markets.  First, in competitively structured markets, each of the many firms may have a degree of 

pricing discretion, because their rivals may not be fully aware of price increases and their buyers 

may not be fully aware of the terms of alternative suppliers.  In an extreme example, if firms had 

no information about their rivals’ prices and output, and if buyers were not aware of alternative 

suppliers, then the firms would be monopolies with respect to their buyers and could restrict 

output to the point at which marginal cost equals marginal revenue.  In less extreme 

circumstances, firms would still have a measure of unilateral pricing discretion, but would likely 

not be able to maintain supracompetitive pricing for long, because rivals would have strong 

incentives to discover it and respond.12

The firms in such a market would have incentives to form a cartel, but they would face 

many challenges of coordination.  The cartel would need to discover each of its many members’ 

prices and output levels, at some cost.  Moreover, because there is imperfect information, each 

firm may think it can escape the watchful eye of the cartel and cheat successfully.  Consequently, 

there may be more cheating and a greater tendency to erode the price.  The cartel, in turn, would 

have to undertake the costs of detecting the cheating and deciding on an appropriate punishment.  

Thus, even apart from possible sanctions, Stigler concluded that “collusion is impossible for 

many firms.”

   

13

                                                                                                                                                             

Infinitely Repeated Prisoners' Dilemma 18 (2011) (“If the initial probabilitythat players are capable of colluding is 
su¢ ciently high then, in any period, there is always the prospect of collusion emerging; no matter how long is there 
a history of failed collusion, beliefs as to players being cooperative types remain sufficiently hight hat it is 
worthwhile for them to continue to try to cooperate., available at http://krieger2.jhu.edu/economics/wp-
content/uploads/pdf/papers/wp587_harrington.pdf 

  There is some evidence, however, that real-world cartels with many members 

12 D. CARLTON, et. al, supra note xx, at 85 (describing barber shops and steel scrap as “reasonably 
competitive” despite imperfect information). 

13 George J. Stigler, A Theory of Oligopoly, in THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY 39, 39 (1968) 
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have succeeded.  A Canadian cartel of sixty gasoline retailers was sometimes able to coordinate 

temporary price increases using only phone calls.14

Under oligopoly with imperfect information, firms have still greater individual pricing 

discretion than in more competitively structured markets.  So even without cooperation, their 

prices will be above the competitive level.  The still have a strong incentive to cooperate, but 

imperfect information affects the practical means of cooperation.  Participants must account for 

any heterogeneity in both products and buyers, which may require firms to charge different 

prices to maximize profit.  Firms will very often have to communicate directly to select among 

the available equilibria.

  In a market with that many producers of 

heterogeneous products, collusion might well be impossible. 

15 Any initial agreement will necessarily be incomplete, so firms will 

often have to communicate extensively over time to fill in the blanks.16  They must also account 

for the strong incentive of members to take advantage of informational asymmetries to cheat.  

Stigler suggests that “the less perfect the market knowledge, the more extensive the price 

cutting.”17

                                                 

14 Can Erutku & Vincent A. Hildebrand, Conspiracy at the Pump, 53 J.L. & ECON. 223, 226-27 (2010). 

  Controlling cheating may, for example, involve using more formal means of 

monitoring prices and outputs, such as sharing of pricing information; more inferential means of 

detecting secret price cutting, such as monitoring shifts of buyers among sellers; or using terms 

of cooperation on variables other than price, such allocating markets in a way that makes 

cheating on the terms of the arrangement visible.     

15 Haan et al., supra note xx, at 14 (observing that “firms at least need to communicate in order to make 
some agreement about which of the infinitely many equilibria they are going to play”). 

16 See generally David Genesove & Wallace P. Mullin, Rules, Communication, and Collusion: Narrative 
Evidence from the Sugar Institute Case, 91 AM. ECON. REV. 379 (2001). 

17 Id. at 59.  See also Haan, et al, supra note xx, (collusion “becomes more difficult as the number of firms 
increases, as firms meet less often, or as firms observe each other's behavior less often”). 
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It may also require mechanisms to build the level of trust necessary to limit the impulses 

to cheat,18 and mechanisms to punish cheaters where that fails.  In the famous Gary Dinners of 

1907-1911, United States Steel, a recently formed dominant firm, met at dinners and related 

meetings with its smaller rivals in various lines of fabricated steel.  At the meetings, the members 

announced the prices they intended to charge.19

Similar issues confront a cartel of more equally sized oligopolists.  Under certain 

assumptions, firms that have agreed on a cartel price will gradually reduce their prices until they 

reach marginal cost, then fight a “war of attrition,” in which each firm waits for another to raise 

price.

  Members promoted adherence to the announced 

prices as a form of business ethics.  The participants generally complied for a time, but when 

cheating became too widespread, U.S. Steel retaliated with price cuts, until the chastened smaller 

rivals begged U.S. Steel to revive the dinners.  The system was successful again for a time, until 

the advent of World War I. 

20 Once one rival raises price, the others must follow in succession until all comply.  Even 

if they all do, the cycle of price cuts leading to the war of attrition at the competitive price begins 

again. If there more than a very few rivals, they will be unable to coordinate a price increase 

without direct communication.21

                                                 

18 Christopher Leslie, Cartels, Agency Costs, and Finding Virtue in Faithless Agents, 49 WM. & MARY L. 
REV. 1621, 1629 (2008) (“Successful cartels have devised mechanisms that enable members to trust one another not 
to cheat, such as developing personal relationships among competitors, undertaking goodwill gestures among cartel 
members, having frequent and open communications, making price more transparent, and creating a group identity 
and attendant social norms of cooperation among cartel members.”). 

  An Australian cartel of gasoline retailers, for example, 

successfully coordinated price increases with phone calls, even though one adopted a policy of 

19 William H. Page, The Gary Dinners and the Meaning of Concerted Action, 62 SMU L. REV. 597 (2009). 
20 Zhongmin Wang, Collusive Communication and Pricing Coordination in a Retail Gasoline Market, 32 

Rev. Indus. Org. 35, 38 (2008) 
21 Id. at 39. 
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always being the last mover.22 If they succeeded temporarily, as in the model, the price gradually 

eroded until the rivals found it necessary to attempt another increase.23

II.  Information in Defining and Detecting Unlawful Cooperation 

   

The last part considered the cartel problem from the point of view of rivals who want to 

collude.  But our primary concern is the reciprocal antitrust problem courts face in identifying 

and deterring that collusion in their interpretation of antitrust statutes.  Solving (or at least 

addressing) that problem requires courts to define an illegal cartel and to determine whether the 

conduct of antitrust defendants satisfies the definition.  The informational challenges of doing so 

in many ways mirror the informational challenges that rivals face in colluding successfully.  As 

we have just seen, rivals may cooperate by means of varying formality.  The most effective—

merger to monopoly or joint selling entity—are also the most conspicuous, and therefore pose no 

informational challenges for antitrust enforcers of modern antitrust and competition law.  The 

less visible means of cooperation pose correspondingly greater challenges for courts.  They range 

from coordination on noncompetitive outcomes purely on the basis of publicly available 

information (as in the gas station hypothetical) to an explicit (albeit secret) cartel.  In between are 

a variety means of coordination of increasing formality, all of which involve some form of direct 

communication among rivals.  The less formal may include private communication of price (or 

other relevant) information; the more formal explicit verbal agreement and repeated contacts to 

enforce it. The range of possibilities is daunting. 

                                                 

22 Id. at 46-49. 
23 Id. at 43. 
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A. Defining Concerted Action, Especially the Role of Communication 

What sort of coordination should amount to a “contract, combination, or conspiracy . . . 

in restraint of trade” under Section 1 of the Sherman Act?  If the legal system could costlessly 

discover and deter any defined conduct, and only that conduct, then the answer would be 

straightforward:  the law should prohibit all forms of cooperation that achieve a noncompetitive 

price and output without compensating efficiencies, including dynamic efficiences.  Ceasing 

noncompetitive coordination would, tautologically, produce more competitive outcomes.  Any 

legal standard that failed to prohibit some forms of inefficient price coordination would be 

underinclusive, entailing some social welfare losses.  But, as all commentators have recognized, 

the choice of a legal standard must take account of all its likely indirect costs in the real world, 

not only costs of underinclusion.     

Courts must first be aware of likely indirect costs of overinclusion—prohibition of 

instances of the defined conduct that are efficient.  One example, in a related context, is the 

refusal of courts to define monopolization under Section 2 of the Sherman Act to prohibit simple 

monopoly pricing.  In theory, such a rule, with appropriate penalties, would induce rational firms 

to set price and output at the competitive level, benefiting consumers in that time period.  Courts 

in the United States have estimated, however, that the perverse incentives (or “chilling effects”) 

of such a rule on new investment and innovation in later time periods would overwhelm any 

short-run benefits.  Similar reasoning would apply to dominant firm pricing. 

Another source of indirect costs is the likelihood of judicial error, both false positives and 

false negatives, given the available evidence of the practice.  Any rule must be one that courts 

can implement in litigation with reasonable accuracy, at reasonable cost, and without deterring 

socially beneficial conduct.  For example, Areeda and Turner chose not to define pricing below 
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marginal cost as predatory as their proposed legal standard for predatory pricing, even though 

marginal cost is the theoretical standard for efficient pricing.  They chose instead pricing below 

average variable cost, an imperfect proxy, because courts could apply it more accurately using 

the sort of accounting records likely to be available in litigation.24

Court must frame a definition of price fixing that minimizes its indirect costs under 

conditions of imperfect information.  In doing so, courts must not only decide what conduct is 

concerted in theory, but also predict what discovery and fact-finding in future litigation are likely 

to reveal about the defendant’s conduct, including clandestine activities.  These predictions will 

necessarily be flawed and contested, but will certainly take account of the informational 

challenges facing would-be cartel members that we described in part I.  We saw there that cartel 

members must adopt mechanisms to gather the information they need to form and police the 

cartel; some of those mechanisms predictably leave some visible manifestations that may provide 

courts with the evidence they need to make the inferences necessary to identify violations.  In 

this way the informational challenges facing the cartel mirror the informational challenges facing 

the courts. 

   

In approaching these issues, among others in antitrust cases, the courts have displayed 

what Clifford Geertz calls a “fear of fact,”25

                                                 

24 Phillip Areeda & Donald F. Turner, Predatory Pricing and Related Practices Under Section 2 of the 
Sherman Act, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697, 716 (1975) 

 the concern that juries, if left at large, will decide 

cases based on irrational considerations or speculation.  They have used their power to redefine 

questions of fact as ones of law or to limit the range of factual issues to ones lay juries can 

predictably decide based on limited information and cognitive capacity.  In all of these contexts, 

25 CLIFFORD GEERTZ, Local Knowledge: Fact and Law in Comparative Perspective, in LOCAL 
KNOWLEDGE:  FURTHER ESSAYS IN INTERPRETIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 171 (1983). 
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the courts rely economic authority, the “theoretical and generalized empirical propositions” that 

provide a “basis for formulating or applying rules of law.”26

Since the early years of the Sherman Act, the Supreme Court has relied on economic 

authority to define naked horizontal price fixing as per se illegal, based on the prediction that it 

would “always or almost always” reduce economic welfare by restricting output and raising 

prices.

 

27  To base liability on the reasonableness of the prices fixed would require courts to “set 

sail on a sea of doubt.”  Courts can, however, shape the scope of the rule by using their power to 

characterize practices as within or without it, based on whether they are ancillary to some 

productive purpose.  In Broadcast Music,28

Equally important, courts must define what sorts of coordination amount to a contract, 

combination, or conspiracy. The clearest choice courts have made on this critical issue is that 

tacit interdependent conduct (or conscious parallelism) is lawful, even if results in 

noncompetitive prices.  This determination goes beyond the characterization inquiry of 

Broadcast Music, which places an ancillary restraint under the rule of reason.  The exclusion of 

tacit interdependence from the definition of agreement makes it per se legal.  The Court has 

recently emphasized that “[t]he inadequacy of showing parallel conduct or interdependence, 

 for example, the Supreme Court held that blanket 

licensing of copyrighted musical works—literally price fixing by a joint selling agency—was not 

per se illegal because, unlike a classic cartel, it provided obvious economies in distribution of 

intangible goods.   

                                                 

26 John E. Lopatka & William H. Page, Economic Authority and the Limits of Expertise in Antitrust Cases, 
90 CORNELL L. REV. 617, 632 (2005). 

27 Broad. Music, Inc. v. CBS, 441 U.S. 1, 19-20 (1979).  For decades, it extended the same prohibition to 
vertical price fixing, before finally abandoning per se treatment in Leegin Creative Leather Products, Inc. v. PSKS, 
Inc., 551 U.S. 877 (2007). 

28 Broad. Music, supra note xx. 
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without more, mirrors the ambiguity of the behavior: consistent with conspiracy, but just as 

much in line with a wide swath of rational and competitive business strategy unilaterally 

prompted by common perceptions of the market.”29

Third, the courts use economic authority to shape procedural constraints on plaintiffs in 

litigation.  As the Supreme Court put it in Twombly, “we have . . . hedged against false 

inferences from identical conduct at a number of points in the trial sequence.”

 

30 Courts have, for 

example, imposed stricter pleading standards to limit the kinds of cases that reach discovery31 

and stricter standards of the sufficiency of evidence to raise a jury issue—both questions of 

law.32  To avoid dismissal of their complaint, plaintiffs must allege facts that make it plausible to 

infer that the defendants’ conduct was not merely tacit, interdependent conduct.33 To avoid 

summary judgment, plaintiffs must produce evidence that “tend[s] to exclude the possibility that 

the defendants merely were engaged in lawful conscious parallelism.”34 

                                                 

29 Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 554 (2007).  See also Brooke Group v. Brown & Williamson 
Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 227 (1993) (characterizing parallel pricing as “the process, not in itself unlawful, by 
which firms in a concentrated market might in effect share monopoly power, setting their prices at a prefixed 
maximizing, supracompetitive level by recognizing shared economic interests and their interdependence with 
respect to price and output decisions”). 

 They must produce 

30 Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 554 (2007). 
31  Associated Gen. Contractors of Cal., Inc. v. Carpenters, 459 U.S. 519, 528, n. 17 (1983) (“[A] district 

court must retain the power to insist upon some specificity in pleading before allowing a potentially massive factual 
controversy to proceed.”( 

32 Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 588 (1986) (“[A]ntitrust law 
limits the range of permissible inferences from ambiguous evidence in a § 1 case.”). 

33  Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 556 n. 4 (2007) (citing authority that states that § 1 does not 
reach parallel conduct that reflects only “interdependence unaided by an advance understanding among the parties”).  
See also id. at 567-68 (finding the parallel decisions of recently deregulated rivals not to enter one another’s markets 
indicated only that they “were sitting tight, expecting their neighbors to do the same thing”).  See, e.g., Evergreen 
Parnering Group, Inc. v. Pactiv Corp., 720 F.3d 33, 46 (1st Cir. 2013) (“[A] complaint must at least allege the 
general contours of when an agreement was made, supporting those allegations with a context that tends to make 
said agreement plausible.”) 

34 City of Tuscaloosa v. Harcros Chems., Inc., 158 F.3d 548, 571 n.35 (11th Cir. 1998), citing Matsushita 
Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 588 (1986).  See also Omnicare, Inc. v. UnitedHealth Grp., 
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evidence that amounts to a “plus factor,”35 consistent only with “a conspiracy.”36  If plaintiffs 

survive summary judgment, the issue for the trier of fact is “whether, when the evidence was 

considered as a whole, it was more likely [than not] that the defendants had conspired to fix 

prices.”37  In meeting its burden, the plaintiff may not offer economic expert testimony of 

conspiracy that fails to distinguish the defendant’s conduct from conscious parallelism.38  

Consequently, if a plaintiff only alleged that the hypothetical gas stations on a remote 

street corner successfully coordinated a price increase solely by price announcements, the 

complaint would be dismissed for failure to state a claim; if the plaintiff successfully alleged a 

conspiracy, but produced only evidence showing only tacit coordination of a price increase by 

price announcements, the defendants would be entitled to summary judgment.  These results 

would follow, even when the firms use other parallel pricing practices to facilitate coordination 

by making transaction prices more visible to rivals.39

                                                                                                                                                             

Inc., 629 F.3d 697, 707 (7th Cir.2011) (“If we conclude that the evidence could support the conclusion that 
Defendants were acting independently, we then look for any evidence that tends to exclude the possibility that 
Defendants were pursuing independent interests.”). 

 

35 See also In re Baby Food Antitrust Litig., 166 F.3d 112, 122 (3d Cir. 1999) (“The simple term ‘plus 
factors’ refers to ‘the additional facts or factors required to be proved as a prerequisite to finding that parallel action 
amounts to a conspiracy.’” (citation omitted)) 

36 Id. (describing plus factors as “necessary,” and stating that plaintiff must show plus factors “tending to 
exclude the possibility of lawful action”). 

37 In re High Fructose Corn Syrup Antitrust Litigation, 295 F.3d 651, 655–56 (7th Cir.2002). 
38 Williamson Oil Co., Inc. v. Philip Morris USA, 346 F.3d 1287, 1323 (11th Cir. 2003). 
39 See, e.g., Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 890 (2007) (suggesting there 

should be no inference of collusion from industry-wide resale price maintenance if it has an independent 
justification, like providing incentives to retailers to provide needed services); E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. 
FTC (Ethyl), 729 F.2d 128, 133-4, 140-42 (2d Cir. 1984) (finding no violation when defendants’ use of advance 
price announcements, price protection clauses, and delivered pricing had independent justifications and benefited 
consumers).  If the practices have no independent justifications and they may justify an inference that the rivals are 
communicating in other ways. See Joseph E. Harrington, Posted Pricing as a Plus Factor, 7 J. COMPETITION L. & 
ECON. 1. 16 (2011); Page, Neo-Chicago, supra note xx, at 193-200. 
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Curiously, the courts have never fully articulated what sorts of conduct beyond pure tacit 

coordination are minimally sufficient to establish liability.  The Supreme Court also said long 

ago that the plaintiff need not show an “express,”40 “explicit,”41 or “formal”42 agreement.  Courts 

have said that concerted action is “a term of art” that “cannot be understood . . . to reach any and 

all joint activity.”43  They still quote or paraphrase the old formulation that the plaintiff must 

show “a unity of purpose or a common design and understanding, or a meeting of minds.”44 

They also instruct juries to similar effect.45  These statements, all of which mean that rivals have 

a common goal and know that they share that goal, are broad enough to encompass purely 

interdependent action.46

                                                 

40 United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131, 142 (1948) (adding that “[i]t is enough that a 
concert of action is contemplated and that the defendants conformed to the arrangement”). 

  Nevertheless, by implication, the exclusion of purely tacit coordination 

from the definition of agreement requires some sort of communication among rivals.   

41 United States v. Gen. Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127, 142–43 (1966). 
42 Am. Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 809–10 (1946) (adding that a violation “may be found 

in a course of dealings or other circumstances as well as in any exchange of words.”). 
43 Virginia Vermiculite, Ltd. v. Historic Green Springs, Inc., 307 F.3d 277, 281–82 (4th Cir. 2002). 
44 Am. Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 810 (1946).  See, e.g., also In re Flat Glass Antitrust 

Litig., 385 F.3d 350, 357 (3d Cir. 2004) (referring to the words used in American Tobacco, and adding that there 
also must be “a conscious commitment to a common scheme”) (citations and internal quotations omitted); In re 
Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litig., No. 1:08–MDL–1935, 2014 WL 722092, at *7 (M.D.Pa. Feb. 26, 2014) 
(“The antitrust plaintiff must establish some “unity of purpose or common design and understanding or a meeting of 
the minds in an unlawful arrangement” in order to prevail on a Section 1 claim.”)(citations omitted).  

45 Transcript of Jury Instructions at 2318, In re High Pressure Laminates Antitrust Litig., 00 MDL 1368 
(CLB), 2006 WL 931692 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 7, 2006), available at http://www.abanet.org/antitrust/at-committees/at-
trial/pdf/jury-instructions/DOC_00000027.pdf (“The required combination or conspiracy may be established by 
showing that the Defendant knowingly came to a common and mutual understanding with others to accomplish or 
attempt to accomplish an unlawful purpose together.”).  See also ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, MODEL JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS IN CIVIL ANTITRUST CASES, 2005 EDITION, at B-2 (2005) (“A conspiracy is an agreement by two or 
more persons to accomplish some unlawful purpose or to accomplish a lawful purpose by unlawful means.”) and id. 
at B-3 (an agreement, which may be “entirely unspoken” is present if “the parties knowingly worked together to 
accomplish a common purpose”). 

46 Kovacic, supra note xx, at 24–25.  The approach resembles Justice Stewart’s approach to hard-core 
pornography:  “I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced within 
that shorthand description [“hard core pornography]; and perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly doing so.  But 
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B. Why Communication? 

As we saw in the last section, coordinated pricing accomplished by communication is per 

se illegal, even if the prices are reasonable, or at the competitive level, but price coordination not 

proven to be accomplished by communication is per se legal, even if the prices are 

supracompetitive, as in the gas station hypothetical.  Louis Kaplow and (until very recently) 

Richard Posner have argued that this exclusion of tacit price coordination from the definition of 

price fixing is a fundamental error.  Posner first made his case in a classic article over forty years 

ago.47 Oligopoly, he argued, does not require collusive pricing; oligopolists must choose to 

collude and to police their agreement.48  When a firm raises its price above marginal cost and 

others match it, they reach a “meeting of the minds” that satisfies the literal language of the 

statute.49

Louis Kaplow has advocated an interdependence-based rule with new evidence and 

theoretical support, in a series of articles

  Posner has now recanted his earlier position, purely on grounds of the direct and 

indirect costs of applying a rule prohibiting tacit collusion, an issue we will consider later in this 

Part. 

50 and an important new book last year.51

                                                                                                                                                             

I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in this case is not that.”  Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 
197 (1964). 

  The process 

of selecting the noncompetitive equilibrium, he argues, is “an intersubjective process, the 

47 Richard A Posner, Oligopoly and the Antitrust Laws: A Suggested Approach, 21 Stan. L. Rev. 1562 
(1968). 

48 Id. at 1574. 
49 Id. at 1576. 
50  
51 LOUIS KAPLOW, COMPETITION POLICY AND PRICE FIXING (2013). 
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conclusion of which may aptly be described as a meeting of the minds,”52 that need not require 

direct communication.53

Kaplow’s definition of agreement would include tacit, interdependent coordination of a 

competitive price, but he would only condemn the interdependent selection of a noncompetitive 

equilibrium.  Kaplow argues that standard’s focus should not be on whether an “agreement” 

exists, but on “whether harm is likely.”

 A rule prohibiting only collusion accomplished by communication is 

underinclusive, because it fails to include tacit collusion that imposes social costs.  Perhaps more 

important, it also reaches instances of explicit price fixing when direct or circumstantial evidence 

of the communications is not available.  Excluding tacit collusion from the definition of 

agreement, he observes, creates a paradox of proof: in markets most conducive to collusion, 

when the evidence shows only parallel conduct, courts must grant summary judgment because 

they will be unable to infer that rivals have engaged in prohibited communications, even if the 

parties have colluded by explicit means.   

54

Kaplow argues that courts can achieve this goal in practice at reasonable cost.  First, he 

proposes (and indeed his proposal requires) that courts focus on the difference between a firm’s 

prices and its marginal rather than average cost to avoid wrongly condemning competitive firms 

  If it is rational for firms tacitly to collude at a 

supracompetitive (and therefore harmful) price, it should be possible to change the firms’ 

rational calculation by establishing sufficient penalties for collusive pricing or by enjoining the 

practice.  Firms would charge competitive prices to comply with the rule and avoid penalties.   

                                                 

52 Kaplow, Horizontal Agreement, supra note xx, at 791.   
53 Kaplow, Louis Kaplow, An Economic Approach to Price Fixing, 77 ANTITRUST L.J. 343, 352 (2011). 

(choosing to collude by signaling or by direct communication “depends on precisely the same calculation that 
compares the gain from defection with the lost future profits due to the other firm's response”). 

54 Kaplow, Competition Policy, supra note xx, at 387-88. 
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with greater average efficiency.  Second, he suggests generally that courts adopt a “direct 

approach,” examining a combination of different types of evidence chosen to deter 

noncompetitive pricing, without deterring socially beneficial conduct.  One category of 

potentially probative evidence would be communication.  In the remainder of this section, I will 

consider, first, whether it should matter that rivals coordinated a noncompetitive price and output 

by directly communicating, and, second, whether a rule prohibiting tacit interdependent pricing 

is capable of distinguishing other equilibria that the rule purports to exclude. 

1. The Significance of Communication in Collusion 

Kaplow emphasizes that there is no difference in oligopoly theory between an 

interdependent equilibrium reached by a series of public price announcements and the same 

equilibrium reached by an exchange of assurances in a smoke-filled room.  Direct 

communication is only one means of price coordination.  Consequently, it should be evidence 

that a form of interdependent pricing has occurred, but not a requirement for illegal agreement.  

As we saw in the last section, however, framing legal rules is not solely a matter of economic 

theory; it also involves empirical estimates and recognition of relevant non-economic behavioral 

considerations.  The courts’ emphatic exclusion of tacit coordination from the definition of 

concerted action and the implicit requirement of some kind of communication as an element of 

concerted action is based on this kind of empirical assessment of the importance of 

communication in cooperation.   

Economists recognize that neither theory nor empirical studies is conclusive on the role 

of communication in cooperation, but most believe that it is useful and usually necessary in real-
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world markets of any complexity.55  Empirical studies have found that cooperation rates increase 

dramatically when subjects communicate, in part because it increases their level of trust in one 

another.56

Communication, depending on its form and content, can provide the sort of conscious, 

culpable act that courts demand as a condition of civil or even criminal liability.  We have 

already seen that the Court in Twombly characterized interdependent conduct as “rational and 

competitive business strategy unilaterally prompted by common perceptions of the market.”

  These sorts of empirical estimates and plausible explanations (including non-

economic ones) of the importance of communication in cooperation provide a sensible basis for 

defining inefficient price coordination to include communication.   

57

2. The Costs of an Interdependence Standard of Collusion 

 In 

the next Part, we will see that the lower courts continue to characterize interdependent responses 

to public information in similar terms; private communication changes in the assessment. 

Kaplow argues that the decisive consideration in identifying illegal price fixing should 

not be whether communication was used to facilitate coordination, but whether oligopolists 

achieved an interdependent, noncompetitive equilibrium, measured by the margin of price over 

                                                 

55 MICHAEL D. WHINSTON, LECTURES ON ANTITRUST ECONOMICS 39–23(2006) (observing that “there does 
not yet appear to be a consensus in the experimental literature about the exact circumstances and manner in which 
cheap talk about intended play matters”) (citations omitted); Gregory J. Werden, Economic Evidence on the 
Existence of Collusion: Reconciling Antitrust Law With Oligopoly Theory, 71 ANTITRUST L.J. 719, 763 (2004) 
(noting that game theoretic “models show that pricing coordination is possible under certain circumstances, but very 
few economists take the models so literally that they believe coordinated pricing occurs without communication of 
any form”);  

56 M. WHINSTON, supra note xx, at 26 (noting that theory in inconclusive, but “most economists are not 
bothered by this, perhaps because they believe (as I do) that direct communication (and especially face-to-face 
communication) often will matter for achieving cooperation”);  XAVIER VIVES, OLIGOPOLY PRICING:  OLD IDEAS 
AND NEW TOOLS 321 (MIT Press 1999) (noting that, although the results of experiments are inconclusive “the 
presumption is that communication abets collusion”); Christopher R. Leslie, Trust, Distrust, and Antitrust, 82 TEX. 
L. REV. 515, 538-39 (2004).  “there does not yet appear to be a consensus in the experimental literature about the 
exact circumstances and manner in which cheap talk about intended play matters.”   

57 Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 554 (2007).   
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marginal cost.  Such a standard would likely impose unacceptable error costs in practice. As 

Posner observes in recanting his own earlier position similar Kaplow’s, the standard places 

courts in the position of identifying lawful and unlawful prices:  if firms interdependently choose 

one price they incur liability, but if they choose another price they do not.  Such a task resembles 

public utility regulation, which courts avoid on grounds of institutional competence.  Marginal 

cost, which Kaplow suggests as a measure of competitive pricing, is notoriously difficult for 

courts to measure based on accounting records, as courts have recognized in evaluating claims of 

predatory pricing.58

Kaplow’s definition of price fixing purports to exclude both noncompetitive equilibria 

that are not interdependent (such as monopoly and dominant firm pricing) and competitive 

equilibria that are interdependent, even if achieved by explicit communication. Both exclusions 

are necessary to logic of the interdependence standard.  Nevertheless, both would be impractical 

for courts to implement, and the failures of the exclusions would entail significant error costs.  

Both failures illustrate shortcomings of any rule stated in terms of interdependence to coordinate 

a price above marginal cost.    

   

Excluding noncompetitive but noncollusive equilibria is necessary if the standard is not 

to prohibit all noncompetitive equilibria, a result that would transform antitrust into a system of 

universal price regulation.  Departures from marginal cost pricing can occur for many reasons 

                                                 

58 Gregory J. Werden, Demand Elasticities in Antitrust Analysis, 66 ANTITRUST L.J. 363 (1998).  See, e.g., 
Ramallo Bros. Printing, Inc. v. El Dia, Inc. 392 F.Supp.2d 118,139 (D.P.R. 2005) (because "marginal cost is 
difficult to measure" courts use avererage variable cost as a proxy in predatory pricing cases) 
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that do not depend on oligopolistic interdependence.59

For example, as Kaplow recognizes, in theory, pricing by a monopolist is above marginal 

cost, but determinate and therefore lawful.  But in real markets, even a monopolist must make 

decisions based on the anticipated behavior of other firms.  It may, for example, may charge 

prices somewhat below the pure monopoly level in order to deter entry by a firm in a 

neighboring market.  Or, as in Twombly, a monopolist may not enter a rival’s market for fear of 

provoking the rival to enter its market.

  As Kaplow recognizes, some of these 

instances of supracompetitive pricing should be lawful.  But the information likely to be 

available in litigation will make it difficult to distinguish lawful and unlawful supracompetitive 

pricing based solely on whether the rivals are acting interdependently. 

60  In each case, the decisions of firms not to enter the 

monopolist’s market and thus to preserve monopoly prices could well be characterized as a tacit 

agreement to allocate markets.  Such a rule would undermine the accepted determination of 

American courts that unilateral monopoly pricing should be lawful in order to preserve 

incentives to innovate.  The present standard condemning market allocation by explicit 

agreement61

The same concerns apply to dominant firm pricing.  Smaller rivals of dominant firm may 

simply set their output where its marginal cost equals the dominant firm price.  Over several time 

periods, they might reinvest their profits in new production capacity and erode the dominant 

 may allow some clandestine agreements to escape notice, but avoids these false 

positives.  

                                                 

59 Kaplow, Horizontal Agreement, supra note xx, at 731 (observing that “subjective notion [of a meeting of 
the minds] . . . is at the heart of interdependent behavior, including in particular successful coordinated oligopoly 
pricing”). 

60 Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 567-68 (2007). 
61 See, e.g., Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States, 341 U.S. 593, 595-96 (1951). 
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firm’s price.  But if they chose not to adopt this strategy for fear of provoking the dominant firm 

to retaliate by lowering its price, they might be found to have tacitly agreed with the dominant 

firm on the more passive strategy.  It is difficult to see how the interdependence standard 

distinguishes these two cases.  Again, adopting the strategy by communication would be per se 

unlawful.  More broadly, if rivals are earning profits above the competitive level, virtually any 

decision by the rivals not to compete on any important variable can be characterized as 

interdependent.   In essence, the interdependence standard becomes a mandate to compete on all 

fronts. 

Kaplow’s exclusion of competitive interdependent pricing is necessary to avoid 

prohibiting all competitive equilibria.  Kaplow reasons that every equilibrium, including the 

competitive one, is a nonbinding agreement, regardless of the means used to reach the 

equilibrium.  The competitive equilibrium also represents a nonbinding agreement, but “one 

would not wish to deem it to be an illegal one.”62  He reasons that firms have independent 

reasons not to reduce price below the competitive level, so a competitive equilibrium my not 

entail a meeting of the minds.63 But focusing legality strictly on whether firms interdependently 

reach a supracompetitive outcome, regardless of the means used, would excuse the use of 

communication to coordinate the end of a below-cost price war by raising prices to the 

competitive level.64

                                                 

62 Kaplow, Competition Policy, supra note xx, at 197. 

  Price wars may be evidence of a collusion, if their timing and frequency 

suggests they are aimed at disciplining cheaters in a cartel.  In other instances, however, they 

63 Id. at 197-98. 
64 See, e.g. Kaplow, Economic Approach, supra note xx, at 369 (questioning whether “an optimal response 

[to price coordination in markets with high fixed costs] would be to permit whatever price elevation can be achieved 
without certain forms of explicit communications but to disallow all other price elevation”). 
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may actually involve pricing below cost as in order to build or maintain market share.  In the 

latter case, the firms may choose to return to the competitive price if one takes the lead by 

announcing a price increase and the other follows.  Such a process would have to be legal, if 

price wars were ever to end without the destruction of one of the firms.   

But suppose firms were to coordinate the return to the competitive level by explicit 

communications?  Under present law, such an agreement would be per se illegal.  In the Madison 

Oil case, for example, an agreement of refiners to purchase distress or “hot gasoline” in spot 

markets in order maintain the market price, even at competitive levels, was per se illegal.65  Or in 

Addyston Pipe, an agreement aimed at preventing “ruinous completion” was per se illegal.66

                                                 

65 United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 220-24 (1940). 

  If 

the determinant of liability were whether firms had successfully coordinated a supracompetitive 

price, these precedents are in doubt.  If communication is only a facilitating practice, then the 

fact that rivals communicate to bring about the return to the competitive level should not change 

the result.  But the traditional per rule recognizes that that rivals’ use of communication to 

coordinate a price increase is qualitatively different from achieving the same result by tacit 

means.  Use of direct communication poses greater risks of noncompetitive intent or effect, 

regardless of whether the price initially agreed upon is at the competitive level. 

66 United States v. Addyston Pipe & Steel Co., 85 F. 271 (6th Cir. 1898) (Taft, J.), aff'd, 175 U.S. 211 
(1899).  In Addyston, the defendants may have been engaged in ruinous competition because of high fixed costs, 
with falling average total costs. HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ENTERPRISE AND AMERICAN LAW 1836-1937, at 316 (1991); 
George Bittlingmayer, Decreasing Average Cost and Competition: A New Look at the Addyston Pipe Case, 25 J.L. 
& ECON. 201 (1982).  Under those conditions, marginal cost may lie below average total cost.  Nevertheless, an 
agreement to fix prices at the level of average total cost (or fully allocated cost) would be per se illegal.  Kaplow 
appears to question this result, but suggests that whatever the legal treatment, the same rule should apply a purely 
interdependent equilibrium. Kaplow, Economic Approach, supra note xx, at 369 (observing that “it is hardly clear 
that an optimal response would be to permit whatever price elevation can be achieved without certain forms of 
explicit communications but to disallow all other price elevation”). 
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C. What Kind of Communication? 

Kaplow correctly observes that it is unclear what sort of communication is sufficient to 

distinguish lawful interdependence from unlawful price fixing.  Communication maybe 

nonspecific, if made by a general announcement; inexplicit if the hearer must infer the speaker’s 

meaning; and non-linguistic if made by signals or code.67

Nevertheless, we can do more to clarify the legal meaning of communication and its role 

in the definition of agreement and concerted action.  An important starting point is to distinguish 

a verbal agreement formed by an exchange of assurances from concerted action, which combines 

both communication and action.  Black has suggested that actions become concerted if they are 

brought about in part about by communications that convey the speakers’ intention to act in a 

certain way in reliance on others doing the same.

  Moreover, the role of communication 

in coordinating rivals’ behavior changes with the endless varieties of oligopolistic markets.  Even 

direct communication of some types of information among rivals may increase efficiency.  These 

complexities have led courts to avoid specifying as sufficient to establish agreement in all cases, 

but instead to exclude from the definition agreement coordination that does not involve 

communication.  This strategy allows courts to submerge the consideration of the role of 

communication in the broader issues of sufficiency of pleading and evidence.   

68

                                                 

67 Id. at 152–55.  Werden, supra note xx, at 766–67 (describing a bid rigging scheme in which conspirators 
communicated by coded bids).  

  American courts have occasionally 

recognized a similar definition.  

68 OLIVER BLACK, CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF ANTITRUST 159–60 (2005); Oliver Black, 
Communication, Concerted Practices, and the Oligopoly Problem, 1 EUR. COMPETITION J. 341, 342–46 (October 
2005). More precisely, for a firm’s action to constitute communication, it must: be made with the intention of 
causing a rival (1) to believe the firm is acting In reliance on the rival’s acting in a certain way, and (2) to believe 
this in part because it recognizes the firms’ intention; moreover, the action must successfully cause the rival to 
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In the United States Steel case,69 which examined the Gary Dinners of 1907-11, the 

district court found tacit price coordination lawful, but price coordination facilitated by direct 

communication of future pricing plans was unlawful.  Rivals’ parallel identical pricing of steel 

rails for over a decade before the dinners was lawful, because the rivals “simply followed that 

basic price to prevent the ruinous rail wars of the past,”70 acting “by tacit and mutual 

understanding.”71  By contrast, pricing of steel products pursuant to the Gary Dinners and their 

associated meetings was unlawful.  Even though the participants disclaimed any express verbal 

agreements on price, they made “declarations of the prices at which they respectively proposed 

to sell their products, to which prices it is testified all adhered until some one chose to deviate 

therefrom, in which event he was ‘in decency’ bound to notify his dinner associates or the 

members of his committee.”72

                                                                                                                                                             

believe the firm is acting In reliance on the rival’s corresponding act, and the rival must believe this in part because 
it recognizes the firms’ intentions.  

 This strategy, formulated by Judge Gary himself, stabilized prices 

69 United States v. U.S. Steel Corp., 223 F. 55 (D.N.J. 1915), aff’d, 251 U.S. 417 (1920).  For an extended 
discussion of the Gary Dinners, see William H. Page, The Gary Dinners and the Meaning of Concerted Action, 62 
SMU L. REV. 597 (2009). 

70 U. S. Steel, 223 F. at 154. 
71 Id. at 154 (quoting Charles M. Schwab (emphasis added)).  
72 Id. at 174 (Wooley, J.) 
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based “understanding or moral obligation”73 that Judge Gary fostered in his speeches,74 rather 

than by a “positive and expressed obligation.”75

In Esco Corp. v. United States

  

76 the court hypothesized a meeting at which rivals 

sequentially state their intent to set a price and most subsequently do so.77  The court suggested 

that “mutual consent” might be inferred from rivals’ communications of intention combined with 

evidence of their conduct before and after the meeting,78 even if there was no “exchange of 

assurances to take or refrain from a given course of conduct.”79

                                                 

73 Id. at 160 (Buffington, J.) 

  This hypothetical recognized the 

74 Gary urged, for example, that “[i]f competitors are in frequent communication and make full disclosures 
to each other in regard to their business, notifying one another of what they are doing, it will follow as a natural 
result that no one will take advantage of the information he thus receives to act unjustly or dishonorably towards his 
neighbor.”  Def. Exhibit No. 61, Address of Mr. E.H. Gary at a meeting of the American Iron and Steel Institute at 
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Oct. 14, 1910, Transcript of Record on Appeal from the District of New Jersey, vol. 1, 
at 252-53, United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417 (1920).  

75 Id.  Another example may be American Column & Lumber v. United States, in which the Supreme 
Court found unlawful an elaborate system of exchanges of information and predictions of future prices through a 
trade association, combined with suggestions of future prices by an expert analyst of the rivals’ reports.  The Court 
held  

It is plain that the only element lacking in this scheme to make it a familiar type of the competition 
suppressing organization is a definite agreement as to production and prices. But this is supplied: 
By the disposition of men ‘to follow their most intelligent competitors,’ especially when powerful; 
by the inherent disposition to make all the money possible, joined with the steady cultivation of 
the value of “harmony' of action; and by the system of reports, which makes the discovery of price 
reductions inevitable and immediate. The sanctions of the plan obviously are financial interest, 
intimate personal contact, and business honor, all operating under the restraint of exposure of what 
would be deemed bad faith and of trade punishment by powerful rivals. 

Id. at 399. 
76 Esco Corp. v. United States, 340 F.2d 1000 (9th Cir. 1965). 
77 Id. at 1007.  Cf. MICHAEL D. WHINSTON, LECTURES ON ANTITRUST ECONOMICS 20 (2006) 

(observing that the law distinguishes cases in which the parties merely state their intentions from cases in which they 
communicate assent, but “economists have essentially nothing to say about this”). 

78 Esco, 340 F.2d at 1007. 
79 Id. at 1007–08.  See also United States v. Beaver, 515 F.3d 730, 738 (7th Cir. 2008) (affirming 

convictions for criminal price fixing where defendants met at least three times, discussed ways of stabilizing the 
market, and heard a proposal to limit discounts, which received tacit assent). 
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distinction between concerted action facilitated by communications of pricing intentions and an 

express verbal agreement. 

Of course, mutual consent in some sense might be inferred from the sequential public 

announcements of price increases in the gas station hypothetical.  If those sorts of public 

communications were the same in every respect as private communications, then the court would 

be driven to adopt a rule of pure interdependence.80  The court evidently thought that private 

statements of intention to rivals conveyed a different, clearer message than public 

announcements.  Public announcements provide valuable information to both consumers and 

rivals.  Consequently, as one court recognized “[t]he public announcement of a pricing decision 

cannot be twisted into an invitation or signal to conspire; it is instead an economic reality to 

which all other competitors must react.”81

Thus, courts consistently refuse to find that price announcements themselves are 

communications by which the parties formed an illegal understanding.  In some instances, 

pattern of parallel price increases, together with other evidence, can be relevant to whether rivals 

   

                                                 

80 In re Flat Glass Antitrust Litig., 385 F.3d 350, 360 (3d Cir. 2004) (finding “apparently unilateral 
exchanges of confidential price information” more probative of agreement, because they “cannot simply be 
explained as a result of oligopolistic interdependence”). 

81 United States v. General Motors Corp., 1974 WL 926 at 21 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 16, 1974).  See also Cf. In 
re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litig., No. 1:08–MDL–1935, 2014 WL 722092, at *9 (M.D.Pa. Feb. 26, 2014) 
(finding insufficient evidence “that price increases implemented by defendants were made with awareness of their 
competitors' pricing decisions, and that their competitors' actions influenced or motivated defendants' individual 
pricing decisions”).; Holiday Wholesale Grocery Co. v. Philip Morris Inc., 231 F. Supp. 2d 1253, 1276 (N.D. Ga. 
2002) (“Because in competitive markets, particularly oligopolies, companies will monitor each other's 
communications with the market in order to make their own strategic decisions, antitrust law permits such 
discussions even when they relate to pricing because the ‘dissemination of price information is not itself a per se 
violation of the Sherman Act.’”) (citations omitted), aff’d sub nom Williamson Oil Co. v. Philip Morris USA, 346 
F.3d 1287 (11th Cir. 2003).   
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had formed a prior agreement by other means.82  By contrast, internal documents showing that 

firms made each decision to increase prices based on their own analysis of publicly available 

information may preclude an inference of a prior conspiracy.83

Public price announcements make pricing more visible to both buyers and rivals.  Other 

kinds of facilitating practices that make pricing more visible to both consumers and rivals will 

also not establish concerted action, because the practices may serve beneficial purposes.

   

84 In 

Ethyl, the court found that advance notification of price changes, price protection clauses, and 

delivered pricing were all adopted when there was only one firm in the market, so must have 

served a purpose other than price coordination.85

                                                 

82 Public price announcements can occur in patterns that suggest the existence of an explicit cartel. Robert 
C. Marshall, Leslie M. Marx & Matthew E. Raiff, Cartel Price Announcements: The Vitamins Industry, 26 INT’L J. 
INDUS. ORG. 762, 763 (2008).  Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 557 n.4 (2007) (suggesting allegations of 
“complex and historically unprecedented changes in pricing structure made at the very same time by multiple 
competitors, and made for no other discernible reason” would be sufficient to state a claim); In re Titanium Dioxide 
Antitrust Litig., 959 F. Supp. 2d 799, 830 (D. Md. 2013) (finding that “the sheer number of parallel price increase 
announcements, the structure of the titanium dioxide industry, the industry crisis in the decade before the Class 
Period, the Defendants' alleged acts against their self-interest, and the myriad non-economic evidence implying a 
conspiracy” combined to tend “to exclude the possibility of independent action”).  The court in Titaium Dioxide 
noted, for example, that “88 percent of the price increase announcements . . .  came within thirty days of a General 
Committee meeting of the [trade association], a fact suggesting that the Defendants may have used the [association] 
to coordinate price increases.”  Id.   

  In Leegin, the Court recognized that industry-

wide resale price maintenance made prices (and therefore cheating) more visible to both rivals 

and courts, and thus could facilitate horizontal price fixing, but it also may benefit consumers by 

83 See, e.g., In re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litig., No. 1:08–MDL–1935, 2014 WL 722092, at *16 
(M.D.Pa. Feb. 26, 2014) (finding that each defendant “independently and carefully evaluated its pricing structure, 
and that each strategically and competitively priced its products to realize whatever profit it could”); In re Text 
Messaging Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 1997, 2014 WL 2106727, at *11 (N.D. Ill. May 19, 2014) (citing internal 
memoranda considering price increases, and rejecting as unreasonable plaintiffs’ contention that they were shams, 
part of “vast, multifaceted, highly coordinated conspiracy dedicated to creating a Potemkin village of seemingly 
independent analyses to lend paper support to each collusive pricing move”). 

84 Kaplow, Economic Approach, supra note xx, at 388-89. 
85 E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. FTC, 729 F.2d 128, 133-34, 140–42 (2d Cir. 1984). 
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enhancing retail services.86  Consequently, the presence of these sorts of facilitating practices, 

without more, is insufficient to create an inference of illegal interdependent conduct. 

Unlike practices that make pricing publicly visible, private communications of the sort 

hypothesized in Esco have no apparent beneficial purpose and serve only to facilitate 

cooperation.  One court, for example, recently found probative “private phone calls and 

meetings—for which no social or personal purpose has been persuasively identified.”87  

Consequently, they are more culpable and provide a more appropriate basis for imposing liability 

than interdependent, supracompetitive pricing.     

The Esco hypothetical also assumed that the court knew the content of the private 

communications.  There will often be no direct evidence of private communications, as Kaplow 

emphasizes by his paradox of proof.88  To be characterized as direct, evidence of the requisite 

communications must be unambiguous;89 any other noneconomic evidence, including documents 

or testimony referring to communications, is circumstantial.  Nevertheless, it may be possible to 

infer that the requisite communications occurred from these kinds of circumstantial evidence.90

                                                 

86 In re Online Travel Company Hotel Booking Litig., No. 3:12-CV-3515-B, 2013 WL 626555, at *8-9 
(N.D. Tex. Feb. 18, 2014) (allegations of parallel adoption of resale price maintenance were insufficient to suggest 
agreement). 

 

87 In re Publ'n Paper Antitrust Litig., 690 F.3d 51, 65 (2d Cir. 2012).  In re Medical X-Ray Film Antitrust 
Litig., 946 F. Supp. 209, 219 (E.D.N.Y. 1996) (noting that rivals shared future pricing information and met 
privately). 

88 In re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litig., No. 1:08–MDL–1935, 2014 WL 722092, at *7 (M.D.Pa. 
Feb. 26, 2014) (“Direct evidence is typically the most compelling means by which a plaintiff may establish the 
existence of an unlawful agreement; however, antitrust jurisprudence is cognizant that the proverbial “smoking gun” 
is elusive and often nonexistent.”). 

89  Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, Md. v. Citigroup, Inc., 709 F.3d 129, 136 (2d Cir. 2013) (direct 
evidence “would consist, for example, of a recorded phone call in which two competitors agreed to fix prices at a 
certain level”). 

90 Robert H. Porter, Detecting Collusion, 26 REV. INDUS. ORG. 147, 147 (2005); Gregory J. Werden, 
Economic Evidence on the Existence of Collusion: Reconciling Antitrust Law with Oligopoly Theory, 71 ANTITRUST 
L.J. 719, 763 (2004). 
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Some noneconomic evidence, for example, may tend to show a completed verbal agreement. 

This sort of evidence might include clear statements of market participants in documents about 

understandings, deals, or rules governing pricing.91 In High Fructose Corn Syrup, for example, 

Judge Posner referred to a litany of statements, including one by a plant manager that “[w]e have 

an understanding within the industry not to undercut each other’s prices.”92 Direct 

communications of current business information may also be relevant, if they lack a plausible 

legitimate purpose,93 or are proximate to price increases.94 

                                                 

91  In re Publ'n Paper Antitrust Litig., 690 F.3d 51, 64 (2d Cir. 2012) (finding sufficient to raise a jury issue 
testimony of the president of a defendant in earlier litigation that ’he and a rival’s president “reached an ‘agreement’ 
[to] follow [a rival’s ] price increase and that they would implement that price increase on the customer end 
‘seriously’”, cert. denied, 133 S.Ct. 940 (2013); In re High Fructose Corn Syrup Antitrust Litig., 295 F.3d 651, 655-
61 (7th Cir. 2002) (Posner, J.); In re High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litig., No. 11-CV-02509-LHK, 2014 WL 
1283086, at *4 (N.D. Cal., San Jose Div. Mar. 28, 2014) (finding sufficient to raise a jury issue evidence of an 
industry-wide agreement (not merely bilateral agreements) not to poach employees “similarities in the various 
agreements, the small number of intertwining high-level executives who entered into and enforced the agreements, 
Defendants' knowledge about the other agreements, the sharing and benchmarking of confidential compensation 
information among Defendants and even between firms that did not have bilateral anti-solicitation agreements, along 
with Defendants' expansion and attempted expansion of the anti-solicitation agreements”). But cf. In re Baby Food 
Antitrust Litig., 166 F.3d 112, 127 (3d Cir. 1999) (“[T]he single use of the term [“truce”] in a highly competitive 
business environment and in the face of continuing fierce competition is as consistent with independent behavior as 
it is with price-fixing.”). 

Other noneconomic evidence tends to show that rivals privately shared their future 

pricing intentions, in ways comparable to the Gary Dinners or Esco.  In some instances, evidence 

revealing an awareness of rivals’ future price changes before they were announced publicly 

92 High Fructose, 295 F.3d at 662.   
93 For example, evidence that rivals made repeated telephone calls asking and receiving verification of the 

prices in recent sales may provide a basis for inferring a preexisting agreement to maintain prices at a certain level. 
Blomkest Fertilizer, Inc. v. Potash Corp. of Sask., 203 F.3d 1028, 1047 (8th Cir. 2000) (Gibson, J., dissenting).  See 
also Titanium Dioxide, 959 F. Supp. 2d at 828 (finding that sharing information about “current sales, production, 
and inventory data” may be a way to track market share as part of a conspiracy).  Cf. Williamson, 346 F.3d at 1313 
(finding that share of cost data through an independent firm was a legitimate means of gathering market information 
at lower individual cost). 

94 Publ'n Paper, 690 F.3d at 57–59 (noting three parallel price increases that followed private meetings and 
phone calls). 
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suggests communications of pricing intentions.95  In one case, for example, a one rival shared his 

“pricing strategies with [the other] and both men disclosed to each other their companies' 

intentions to increase prices before those decisions had been publicly announced.”96

III.  Conclusion 

  In most 

cases, courts consider this kind of evidence as part of a broader assessment of the record for 

sufficient evidence of “agreement” or “conspiracy.”  A clearer recognition that pricing 

coordinated by private communications of pricing intention constitutes unlawful concerted action 

would clarify the assessment of the sufficiency of the evidence to raise a jury issue. 

I began this essay with George Stigler’s observation that oligopolists want to collude, but 

can only do if they have enough information about each other’s competitive choices.  In some 

markets rivals may be able to coordinate their actions based on publicly available information, 

including their own price announcements.  In most real-world markets with incomplete public 

information, however, rivals must communicate directly to coordinate an understanding and 

control cheating.  To control collusion in litigation, courts also need information.  In many ways 

the problem courts face in defining and applying a standard of unlawful collusion parallels the 

problems rivals face in colluding.  The standard must identify the most harmful forms of 

collusion without, in practice, imposing undue indirect costs.  That task requires courts to 

consider not only of economic theory, but also the kinds of evidence that colluding firms are 

likely to leave behind them and that are likely to be available in litigation.   

                                                 

95 In re Flat Glass Antitrust Litig., 385 F.3d 350, 364–67 (3d Cir. 2004).  
96 Publ’n Paper, 690 F.3d at 65.  See also In re Medical X-Ray Film Antitrust Litig., 946 F. Supp. 208, 219 

(E.D.N.Y. 1996 (finding sufficient to avoid summary judgment, among other evidence, “proof that exchanged future 
pricing information,” including a memo not “addressed to any Fuji customer and not yet announced to the trade, and 
which set forth Fuji's upcoming percentage price increase for 1991”). 
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American courts have addressed this problem by defining naked, horizontal price fixing 

as per se illegal, but tacitly interdependent parallel conduct as per se legal.  This distinction 

dominates modern price fixing cases, particularly ones involving circumstantial evidences.  To 

avoid summary judgment, the plaintiff must produce evidence that tends to show that defendants 

have coordinated their actions by communicating.  Louis Kaplow has challenged the 

communication standard, but I have argued that, properly defined as to both form and content, 

the standard provides a better basis for liability in real-world litigation than Kaplow’s direct 

focus noncompetitive interdependent pricing.  The communication standard should include not 

only pricing pursuant to a verbal agreement but concerted action—pricing coordinated by shared 

statements of future pricing intentions.  Recognition of this standard would clarify the evaluation 

of circumstantial evidence by focusing the attention of courts on the evidence that most clearly 

suggests that firms have communicated directly to coordinate pricing behavior.   
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